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Introduction
Thank you for your interest in representing U.S. Heating System in its mission to bring
alternative heating systems to the marketplace. Within this packet, you will find information
concerning our products, their uses, options, and more.

About U.S. Heating System (USHS.) USHS is a privately owned and operated, United
States based manufacturer of alternative heating systems designed for both home and
commercial applications, providing radiant floor heating, solar space heating, snow melting,
and soil heating products. Additionally, USHS offers Infrared Thermal Imaging Inspection via
local inspectors for both commercial and residential buildings.
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U.S. Heating System Inc. - Most Popular Products Overview
U.S. Heating System Inc. proudly offers a line of energy
efficient heating solutions for both commercial and
residential applications. All of our Products fall into our 3
divisions; U.S. Solar Heating Division, U.S. Floor Heating
Division, and U.S. Infrared Inspection Division.
We recommend that you contact a U.S. Heating System
Consultant when deciding what heating solutions are best
for your needs.

QuickMat – Radiant Floor Heating
Information on Pg. 31
SH27 – Solar Air Heater
Information on pg. 10
DHSH – Solar Air Heater
Information on pg. 21

Standalone Solar Power Kits
Information on pg. 8

Thermal Imaging Infrared Inspection
Information on pgs. 41 - 44

SolFlo Heating System – Where Comfort Meets Savings
What is the SolFlo Heating System?
The SolFlo Heating System brings you clean/free energy to your home addition or major renovation. Combining
the low cost heating systems you find with both a solar air heater and floor heating the SolFlo Heating System
generates free heated air during the day with a Solar Air Heater and off peak electricity rates during the night
with electric floor heating. The SolFlo Heating System is controlled by one master thermostat so both the floor
and solar heating system work in perfect harmony ensuring your desired temperature setting is maintained with
lowest energy consumption possible.

Rise with the Sun - Solar Air Heater delivers FREE heat
During the day and when the sun is out the SolFlo Heating System uses the solar heating portion of the SolFlo
system harnessing the power of the sun's energy to heat your home for FREE.
•

SolFlo generates the amount of BTU needed
to heat your home for free using the sun's
energy with it's solar heating portion of the
heating system.

•

The SolFlo solar air heaters fill your home with
fresh air heated air from our solar heating
panels and maintain your desired thermostat
setting.

•

SolFlo Heating System use the cleanest
energy available, the sun. Your home will be
receiving free heat during the day to from the
solar heating panels discreetly installed on
your roof or wall.

A Cozy Nightfall - Run Floor Heating during Off Peak Rates
During the nighttime or when the clouds fill the sky, SolFlo heating system uses it's electric floor heating portion
to maintain the heat in your home, capitalizing on the reduced off peak rates of electricity the majority of the time.
SolFlo incorporates the clean, most
comfortable, and energy efficient heat of electric floor
heating. USHS's radiant floor heating conveniently
goes under most any floor surface and it's 1/8''
thickness will not raise the height. Two floor heating
installations are available:
•

Thermal Storage - Floor Heating installed in
surrounding materials in the lower section of
the floor heating, thermal storage radiates heat
through materials such as concrete, sand, and
ect. to store the heat and delay the BTU
released into the room from the thermal
storage.

•

Direct - Floor Heating installed directly below
the floor's surface, the BTU is immediately
released into the room, opposed to thermal
storage which delays the BTU release.

Controlling the SolFlo Heating System.
With SolFlo a master touchscreen thermostat will ensure that the 1st priority in heating is
to use the solar heating component. Using a 3 sensor system the temperatures will be
monitored in the room itself, the solar panel, and in the floor to ensure your desired
thermostats settings are maintained. When the Solar Panel is registering a temperature
above 90 degrees F the solar heating portion of the SolFlo Heating System will be run,
when the temperature is below 90 degrees F the floor heating portion of the SolFlo will
be run. The system is designed so the floor heating portion will often occur during off
peak hours.

Cost of SolFlo?
As stated, when the solar heating portion of the SolFlo is in use, the heat generated is FREE. The nighttime is
then supplemented with the electric floor heating portion of SolFlo in order to take advantage of off peak electric
rates, though 20%-30% of the total day may fall into the normal rate of electricity. Start-up costs will vary, so
please view our online quote.

Installation Example: Installing SolFlo into a 180 sq''ft addition
Requires: 144 sq''ft of floor heating and 1 SH7 Solar Heating Panel
Heating Output: 7,370 BTU per hour (7370/180sq''ft = 40 BTU per hour per sq''ft)
Start-up Cost: $3,500. This is the most cost effective heating system when
compared to systems such as geothermal and others.
For a more tailored example or quote, please contact us or visit us online.

SolFlo Heating System – Where Comfort Meets Savings
The SolFlo Heating System is Ideal for Home Additions or Major Renovations, the Heating System is designed to
installed in a well insulated room. With the SolFlo Heating System you will be enjoying the warmth of low cost
energy all day and all night, conveniently controlled by one master thermostat. Free heat during the day and off
peak electricity rates during the night lets you Reduce the Cost of Comfort using The SolFlo Heating System.

U.S. Solar Heating Division
General Information

Where in the USA you can install this system?
The system can be installed in most of USA. The
customers in the brown area will need to add a summer
release valve.

Due to the sun angle in the winter, the
panel will heat the air if it is mounted
on the wall.
As you can see from the picture, the
angle to the sun during the winter is
better if you install it on the wall, but it
will work fine on the roof.

Where should you mount the panel?
We have all the information needed to
help you set the panel in the best place on
your house, in order to get the best air
heating performance.

Temperature in Outlet of a Tube (8 ft long) From the Panel
Red line = Temperature in Outlet | Blue line = Humidity

As the temperature rises the humidity decreases. During the day the panel supplied
temperatures of 104 – 116 degrees Fahrenheit of free hot air. Based on observations over a 6
hour period as clouds passed through on a otherwise sunny day.

Additional Ways to Transfer the Free Hot Air within a Structure
Transfer to Other Rooms
If you don't want to connect the USSH solar heat
panel to your HVAC system, you can transfer the
heated air to other rooms in your home by using our
AireShare system (an air sharing system installed in
the common wall between rooms.

Steps to Identify and Decide which Solar Air Heating Package is best for your needs:
1)Check the BTU per square feet that is needed in your area
How to do this: Visit our website www.usheatingsystem.com to find your zone and get the
BTU.
2)Calculate the size of your house or the area you looking to heat with the solar air
heating system.
How to do this: You can look at a blue print of the house or contact your county assessor.
Otherwise, use a tape measure to identify the size of the area you want to target. Width
multiplied by Length = Square Feet.
3)Calculate the total BTU you need for house or the area
How to do this: Multiply the square feet with BTU that you identified that was needed per
square foot for your zone.
4) If your attempting to heat the whole house check the furnace for BTU output.
How to do this: Locate the furnace, on which you will find a sticker that will tell you the BTU
output for that particular furnace. If sticker is not found, contact the company who installed the
furnace or the manufacturer of the furnace and they will have it on record.
5) Compare BTU needed and furnace BTU output. The results should be within a 10%20% range of one another.
How to do this: Take BTU need and multiply by Furnace BTU output then divide by 2. Result
should be in 10%-20% range at the highest.
If the results are over 20% - Contact Us for a BTU assessment of your home/area.
6)Calculate the amount of BTU you need to maintain the temperature in the house with
current furnace.
How to do this: You can check in 30 min increments how long your furnace will need to run to
maintain temperature. For example if the furnace runs for 7 min during the 30 min you take
30/7 = 23%.
If your unable to perform this check, an average of 30 % is a standard assumption.
7)Now you can calculate total BTU needed to maintain the house temperature.
How to do this: Take the Average BTU (found in Step 5) and multiply by % of furnace running
time (found in Step 6.)
8) USSH offer 3 packages of saving for heating the house and 3 packages when you
heating only a specific Area.
What are the Packages Savings:
For the heating a House they are a 25% saving, 35% saving, and 50% saving.
For heating a Specific Area they are a 50% saving, 75% saving, and 90% saving.
9) Please contact our consultant experts to select the right package for you and
identify the installation location (roof or wall).

Installation Options

Option A - Wall Mounted
A USSH system has a straightforward
installation. To mount the solar heating unit
on a wall, you need two 4-inch openings one for air intake and one for output. The
panel then transmits solar energy through the
solar heating system, providing warm,
comfortable heated air to the room.

Option B - Roof Mounted
Mounting the solar heat unit on your roof
gives you additional flexibility and savings.
Roof installation of a USSH system with
more than one solar heat panel lets you
deliver solar heating to a larger area in your
home. The additional solar heat panels also
allow you to heat multiple rooms
simultaneously, simply by adding the
necessary duct work.

Option C – With HVAC
USSH Solar Heat Panels that are installed on
the roof/wall can also be connected to your
home’s duct system in conjunction with your
home’s main heating system. This reduces
the amount of usage time and cost of
operation of your existing household furnace,
by sending hot air in the return duct system
of the HVAC.

Permanent Custom Made Solar Heating Panels
Permanent Custom Made Solar Heating Panels (PCMSH) can be ordered to your specific
sizes, giving you more flexibility in your heating needs.
When you provide the desired measurements of your wall or roof panel (height + width +
depth), U.S. Solar Heating engineers will design and construct the panel made specifically
for you.
PCMSH for Roof
The unit is designed to be attached to a roof with southern sun exposure. They can be
made to fit almost any roof shape.

PCMSH for Wall
The unit is designed to attach to an exterior wall with southern sun exposure. They can be
made to fit almost any wall shape.

Standalone Power Kit for Permanent Solutions

With our latest update you can use solar power to run the solar air heating panel for our
permanent solar solutions.
Using up the latest technology we made the permanent standalone units. This means that no
power supply is needed to run the fan and the temperature limiter of the solar hot air panel.
The electric solar panel generates electric power to run the solar air heating panel that will
transfer the Free Hot Air to your building. All the electric parts are not integrated into the
solar air heater panel which make USSH's system have a longer life while ensuring you will
have no complications with any of the component parts.
The combination of the easy to install high efficient solar air heating panels with the electric
solar power kit make USSH the leader in solar air heating technology .

Solar Air Heating Panel SH7 – Wall/Roof Mount
US Solar Heating SH7 module is a solar air heating panel system designed to heat the air
for free by using the sun's energy.
The SH7 panel is made of high quality aluminum and fiberglass glazing that can hold up to
277° F.
The SH7 has a straightforward installation. To mount the solar heating unit on a wall/roof,
you need two 4.5-inch openings - one for air intake and one for output.
Power – a fan is installed inside the building and operates off of our thermostat, which
connects to any standard 120V wall outlet.

Tech Data :
Size

48 x 36 x 5 inch

Size by sq"ft

12

BTU per hour of Sun

up to 2000

Help to Heat Package

25S, 30S, 50S, 75S, 90S

Flow Rate

80 cfm

Weight

40 lbs +/-

Color

Custom Matched

Power

120V outlet or Standalone Kit

Temp

up to 130º F

Control

Thermostat or Standalone Kit

Solar Air Heating Panel SH27 – Wall/Roof Mount
US Solar Heating SH27 module is a solar air heating panel system designed to heat the air
for free by using the sun's energy
The SH27 panel is made of high quality aluminum and fiberglass glazing that can hold up to
277° F.
The SH27 system has a straightforward installation. To mount the solar heating unit on a
wall/roof, you need two 4.5-inch openings - one for air intake and one for output.
Power Options – Option(1) A fan is installed inside the building and operates off of our
thermostat, which connects to any standard 120 volt wall outlet. Option(2) A fan is installed
inside the building and operates off of our Standalone Power Kit, so no power supply is
needed to run the panel. Power is instead generated from an electric solar panel, we
provide, to run the SH27 Solar Air Heating Panel.

Tech Data :
Maximum Size

96 x 36 x 5 inch

Size by sq"ft

up to 24

BTU per hour of Sun

up to 4500

Help to Heat Package 25S, 30S, 50S, 75S, 90S
Flow Rate

90 cfm

Weight

70 lbs +/-

Color

Custom Matched

Power

120V outlet or Standalone
Kit

Temp

up to 130º F

Control

Thermostat or Standalone
Kit

Solar Air Heating Panel MSH – Wall/Roof Mount
U.S. Solar Heating MSH module is designed to heat large residential buildings. Delivering
free heat through the sun's energy, the MSH panel system will connect several SH27's
together to harness the power of solar air heating.
The MSH panel is made of high quality aluminum and fiberglass glazing that can hold up to
277° F.
The MSH system has a straightforward installation. To mount the solar heating unit on a
wall/roof, you need two 6-inch openings - one for air intake and one for output
Power Options – Option(1) A fan is installed inside the building and operates off of our
thermostat, which connects to any standard 120 volt wall outlet. Option(2) A fan is installed
inside the building and operates off of our Standalone Power Kit, so no power supply is
needed to run the panel. Power is instead generated from an electric solar panel, we
provide, to run the MSH Solar Air Heating Panel.

Tech Data :
Size

Multiply SH27

Size by sq"ft

Up to 96 sq”ft per set

BTU/H

up to 18000

Help to Heat Package

25S, 30S, 50S, 75S, 90S

Flow Rate

150-250 cfm

Weight

Contact us

Color

custom matched

Mount

Wall or Roof

Power

120 volt outlet or Standalone Kit

Temp

up to 130º F

Control

Air Thermostat or Standalone Kit

Solar Air Heating Panel JSH – Wall/Roof Mount
U.S. Solar Heating JSH module is designed for large commercial buildings. The JSH
panel system connects 3 to 8 panels together, allowing a large commercial building to
capitalize on solar heating delivered free through the sun's energy.
The JSH panel is made of high quality aluminum and fiberglass glazing that can hold up to
277° F.
The JSH system has a straightforward installation. The system comes in smaller panels
that will be connected together on site.
Power Options – Option(1) A fan is installed inside the building and operates off of our
thermostat, which connects to any standard 120 or 240 volt wall outlet. Option(2) A fan is
installed inside the building and operates off of our Standalone Power Kit, so no power
supply is needed to run the panel. Power is instead generated from an electric solar panel,
we provide, to run the JSH Solar Air Heating Panel.

Tech Data For 1 Panel :
Size of

Custom

Size by sq"ft

Custom

BTU/h

Up to 150 per sq”ft

Help to Heat Package

25S, 30S, 50S, 75S, 90S

Flow Rate

70-250 cfm

Weight

custom

Color

custom matched

Front Protraction

option

Power

120, 240 volt outlet or Standalone Kit

Temp

up to 130º F

Control

Thermostat or Standalone Kit

Solar Air Heating Panel HDSH – Wall/Roof Mount
U.S. Solar Heating HDSH module is constructed with a Heavy Duty protection for the solar
air heating system. This system protects the clear-front surface from any rough activity the
panel may inadvertently encounter in a public area.
The HDSH panel is made of high quality aluminum and fiberglass glazing that can hold up
to 277° F.
The HDSH system has straightforward installation. To mount the solar heating unit on a
wall/roof, you need two 4.5-inch openings - one for air intake and one for output.
Power Options – Option(1) A fan is installed inside the building and operates off of our
thermostat, which connects to any standard 120 or 240 volt wall outlet. Option(2) A fan is
installed inside the building and operates off of our Standalone Power Kit, so no power
supply is needed to run the panel. Power is instead generated from an electric solar panel,
we provide, to run the HDSH Solar Air Heating Panel.

Tech Data :
Size

48 x 36 x 5 inch

Size by sq"ft

12

BTU

up to 2000

Help to Heat Package

25S, 30S, 50S, 75S, 90S

Flow Rate

80- 90 cfm

Weight

55 pound

Color

custom matched

Front Protection

Expanded Metal

Power

120 or 240 volt outlet or Standalone Kit

Temp

up to 130º F

Control

Thermostat or Standalone Kit

Solar Air Heating - Dryer Adapter
Heated air that is collected from solar heating panels can be used to run the dryer as well.
The collected air is run into your dryer, causing your dryer’s thermostat to shut off its heating
element. This will save you money, since the heating element will now operate only when
the sun is not heating the panel.
It’s yet another way that USSH solar heat panels can save you money!

Solar Air Heating - Water Adapter
In order to utilize your system year round, we have developed the USSH Hot Water Adapter,
allowing you to reduce costs using the free hot air from the panel to heat the water.
The adapter and solar heat panels are installed in line with your home’s hot water tank,
where the panels pass the heated air through an air-to-water heat transfer coil.
This supplements your water tank’s heating system, providing a reduction in your utility
costs, especially in the winter and summer months.

Solar Air And Water Heating Connection Diagram

Solar Air Heating Accessories
Plug in Thermostat:

Wall /Roof Install Accessories:

The Solar Air Heat Panel Inlet:

Duct System Fan:

Portable Standalone Solar Power Kit:

Wall Outlet Fan:

Programmable Thermostat Controller

The programmable thermostat controls every function of the solar air heating system. The
thermostat can be set to heat the room to different temperatures for every day of the week.
· Operation volt 120 v
· Combination of 3 models (Air / Air & panel /panel )
· User friendly buttons with function tips
· 7 day programmable (all days can be different)
· 4 comfort levels throughout the day
· Manual / Auto mode selection
· Celsius / Fahrenheit temperature mode selection
· 12/24 Hour clock system selection
· Economy/Comfort/ Vacation temperature selection
· panel temperature sensor
· Suitable for solar air heating
· Memory backup
· Override facility
· Remote control optional
· PC communication optional
· Built-in air sensor
· Operating RH: 0~95% (non condensing)
· Size: 117 x 117 x 21mm
· Display Size: 91 x 31mm
· Temperature Sensor(s): 10K NTC
· Accuracy: +/- 1 deg C @ 25 C. (77F)
· Display resolution: 0.5 deg C (1F).
· Battery type: CR 1220 (Backs up clock only)
· Battery life: > 5years (10 years Maximum)

Custom Made Panels for Portable Solutions
Custom Made Panels (CMSH) can be ordered to your specific sizes, giving you more
flexibility in your heating needs.
When you provide the measurements of your window space (height + width + depth), U.S.
Solar Heating engineers will design and construct the panel made specifically for you.
CMSH for Windows (Awning, Casement, Double Hung, Picture)
The unit is designed to fit within the window frame, above the sliding glass. They can be
made to fit almost any window application.

CMSH for Bay Windows
The unit is designed to fit within the window frame itself, and is hung using hooks above
the frame. The recommended minimum length is 24', but the homeowner can decide to
use the entire length of the frame, if they desire.

Double Hung Window Solar Air Heater
US Solar Heating DHSS model is a solar air heating panel unit designed to heat the air for
free by using the sun's energy.
The DHSH panel is made of high quality aluminum and polycarbonate / clear fiberglass that
can hold up to 277° F
The DHSH is placed against a window with a southern exposure. The panel has a built in
digital thermometer which allows you to see the temperature of the air that the heater is
blowing out.
Power – the fan in the panel operates on an exterior 120V to in-line adapter, plugged into
the nearest standard electric outlet.

Tech Data :
Flow Rate

70 cfm

Weight

10 pound

Color

varies

Power

120 V

Temp

up to 130º F

Temp Display

digital thermometer

Control

on/off switch

Temp Controller

optional

Sizes :
27 x 18

32 x 18

27 x 20

32 x 20

27 x 22

32 x 22

27 x 24

32 x 24

27 x 26

32 x 26

Indoor Solar Window Heater
US Solar Heating IDSH model is a solar air heating panel unit designed to heat the air for
free by using the sun's energy.
The IDSH panel is made of high quality aluminum and polycarbonate / clear fiberglass that
can hold up to 277° F
The IDSH is placed against a window with a southern exposure. The panel has a built in
digital thermometer which allows you to see the temperature of the air that the heater is
blowing out.
Power – the fan in the panel operates on an exterior 120V to in-line adapter, plugged into
the nearest standard electric outlet.

Tech Data :
Size

42 x 24 x 4 inch

Size by sqft

7

BTU

up to 1000

Help to Heat

up to 150 sq/ft

Flow Rate

70 cfm

Weight

20 pound

Color

varies

Power

120 V

Temp

up to 130º F

Control

on/off switch

Temp Display

digital thermometer

Temp Controller

optional

Solar Air Heater - Mini-Panel
US Solar Heating Mini-Panel is a miniature version of the IDSH, designed to introduce the
power of solar heating to the customer.
The Mini-Panel is made of high quality aluminum and polycarbonate / clear fiberglass that
can hold up to 277° F.
The Mini-Panel is placed against a window with a southern exposure. The panel has a
built in digital thermometer which allows you to see the temperature of the air that the
heater is blowing out.
Power – the fan in the panel operates on an exterior 120V to in-line adapter, plugged into
the nearest standard electric outlet.

Tech Data :
Size

24 x 18 x 5 inch

Size by Sq'ft

3.2

BTU

---------

Help to Heat

---------

Flow Rate

70 cfm

Weight

10 pound

Color

varies

Power

120 V

Temp

up to 130º F

Temp Display

digital thermometer

Solar Air Heating - Portable Solar Heater
The Portable Solar Heater (PSH) is a unit designed for green energy on the go. The
system is easily transportable from one location to another.
The PSH is perfect for RV's, campers, boats, tents – anywhere you want to go.
The PSH has two versions: the PSH, which uses standard electricity (120v) and the PSHPV, which has a photo-voltaic panel option, giving you a completely solar option for your
transportable heating needs.

Tech Data:
Size

40 x 24 x 4 inch

BTU

1000

Flow Rate

70 CFM

Color

varies

Weight

20 lbs

Power Options

120v/ Solar Powered

Temp

up to 130 F

Control

on/off switch

Temp Controller

optional

PSH

PSH-PV

Outdoor Solar Window Heater
US Solar Heating ODSH module is a solar air heating panel unit designed to heat the air
for free by using the sun's energy.
The ODSH panel is made of high quality aluminum and polycarbonate / clear fiberglass
that can hold up to 277° F.
The ODSH simply hangs on the outdoor wall of a window with a southern exposure. The
panel has a built in digital thermometer which allows you to see the temperature of the air
that the heater is blowing out.
Power – the fan in the panel operates on an exterior 120V to in-line adapter, plugged into
the nearest standard electric outlet.

Tech Data :
Size
Wall thickness

42 x 24 x 18 inch
Min - 8''

Max -15''

BTU

up to 1000

Help to Heat

up to 150 sq/ft

Flow Rate

70 cfm

Weight

30 pound

Color

varies

Power

120 V

Temp

up to 130º F

Control

on/off switch

Temp Display

digital thermometer

Temp Controller

optional

U.S. Floor Heating Division
General Information
What is electric radiant floor heating?
It is an under floor heating system which
warms the floor of the room, dispersing heat
gradually throughout the room.

Standard heating

As you can see from the picture, when a room
is heated with standard heating, the air is
force dried, and most of your heat is at the
ceiling, while all of the cold air is at the floor.
With floor heating, the room stays at a
constant, even temperature.

Radiant Floor
Heating

How does electric floor heating work?
Our systems use electrical resistance cable to create heat
from under the flooring surface. A thermostat controls the
temperature of the room.

Where can the systems be installed?
Electric radiant floor heating systems can be
used in almost any application: bathrooms,
kitchens, child's play rooms, garages, and
more.

General Information – Continued
How are the systems designed?
First, the homeowner needs to decide whether their system
will be a primary heat source, or a secondary heat source
(12 w systems are lower powered for secondary use, while
15 w systems provide more power and are for primary use).
The homeowner or contractor then submits a floor plan of
the room they wish to have floor heating installed. Finally, a
U.S. Floor Heating Inc., engineer draws an auto cad layout
of the room and how to lay the material.

. How are the systems installed?
After obtaining a layout, the floor heating system can
be installed by following the layout for their system,
then proceed to lay the flooring down as normal. For
more in depth information, read the Flooring
Installation section later in this packet

How are the systems controlled?
The systems are designed to be controlled by a
programmable thermostat. The mats and power source
are ran through electric piping in the wall, and is then
connected into the back of the thermostat, as show in the
picture to the left. For more in depth information, read the
Programmable Thermostat Controller section later in this
packet.

Floor Installations
Installing our electric radiant floor heating systems is straightforward. Installation for each of
our systems are similar.
Prepare: Most products feature self-adhesive on the mat itself,
making preparation quick and easy. Roll the product out onto a
clean, dry concrete or wood sub-floor, and adhere the product to
the floor itself. QuickMat will have adhesive strips on the aluminum,
and NetMat will have the adhesive mesh. For TepidusWire, secure
the wiring in place manually.
Insulate: If your room has a concrete sub-floor, install insulation between the sub-floor and
the heating system, in order to prevent energy loss.

Specific Floor Installations
Tile Floor Installations: After completing the
previous steps, install the tiles directly on the
system using tile adhesive, then continue your
flooring project as usual.
Wood Sub w/ Concrete Board

Concrete Sub w/ Insulation

Wood/Carpet Floor Installations: After laying out
the the product, use a thin-set layer to insure even
heating throughout the room. If your room has a
concrete sub-floor, install insulation between the
sub-floor and the product. After those are in place,
install your floor covering as usual.
Concrete Sub w/ Insulation

*please refer to the installation manual for detailed instruction

Wood Sub w/ Concrete Board

General Information – Common Questions
Q. Why should someone consider floor heating? What are the benefits?
A. There are multiple benefits to installing heated floors. When remodeling, it provides a cost effective,
easy to install solution to heating a new or updated room, as there is no need to run more duct work or
expand your furnace. Heated floors also cut down on your energy bills. If you only need/want to heat
one room in the house (for example, the kitchen), you can simply turn on the thermostat in that room,
instead of running your primary heating source. Because of this, heated floors are also a green
alternative, as it cuts down on energy consumption. But what is the biggest benefit of all? Pure
comfort. Instead of stepping on cold tiles or walking into a cold room, your feet will always find a
comforting warmed floor, providing a level of comfort you never knew possible. Furthermore, when an
individual's feet feel warm, they are warm, so the need to constantly run other heating systems
lessens.
Q. Will this save them money? How much?
A. Heated floors can save you anywhere from a small amount to a small fortune, depending on how
much you use it. Running one floor mat uses the equivalent energy of a standard light bulb (so if your
floor space is heated by three floor mats, it's the same as three light bulbs). Because of this, the floor
heating system uses far less energy than a typical heating system, which can use a tremendous
amount of electricity, gas, or other energy sources. Since you can heat only the rooms you want,
there's no need to run that energy intensive house system.
Q. What kind of locations can the system be installed in?
A. In any room you choose. Our electric floor heating systems can be installed in any room, no matter
the obstacles or shape. If you have a floor, you can install one of our systems.
Q. Does it work under every type of floor?
A. Yes! Our radiant floor heating systems can work under any floor type, though some are easier than
others. Tile and marble are the easiest to work with, as the heat can easily be distributed through the
material. Engineered wood is also a good choice, but real wood does require a few more precautions
to insure proper heating. Because carpet acts as an insulator, more energy is needed to penetrate
through the floor. As a note, the harder the surface is to heat, the more energy will be required to do
so.
Q. When would I want to use 120v vs. 240v?
A. This depends on the project. Basically, 120v is meant for smaller rooms, as it does not require
much energy to heat the room (120v is what your light switches are run off of, for example). For larger
rooms, thicker floor material, or simply for more power, you'll want to go with 240v (large appliances,
such as your dish washer, use this). As always, any of our customer service specialists will be happy
to guide you through this.

Electric Radiant Floor Heating System – NetMat
U.S. Floor Heating's Netmat flexible fiberglass mesh is used to arrange the heating cables in
an easy shaped mat.
The NetMat radiant heating systems are made from high quality DuPont heating cables
The NetMat is self-adhesive, which makes the installation more straightforward.
The NetMat radiant heat system is an electric radiant floor heating system designed for under
carpet or wood projects, as well as in floor joists.

Tech Data :
Coverage Area

9 to 113 Sq”ft per unit

Width

12', 14' and 18' Inch

Cable Thickness

1/8' Inch

Volt

120 or 240

Watt per Sq”ft

10, 12 or 15

Electric Radiant Floor Heating System – QuickMat
U.S. Floor Heating's QuickMat aluminum strips are used to arrange the heating cables in an
easy shaped mat.
The QuickMat radiant heating systems are made from high quality DuPont heating cables
The QuickMat is self-adhesive, which makes the installation much more straightforward for
tile flooring applications.
The QuickMat radiant heat system is an electric radiant floor heating system designed for
under tile or stone flooring projects.
The QuickMat leaves 75% of the flooring surface free for the tile's adhesive.

Tech Data :
Coverage Area

9 to 113 Sq”ft per unit

Width

12', 18' and 30' Inch

Cable Thickness

1/8' Inch

Volt

120 or 240

Watt per Sq”ft

10, 12 or 15

Electric Radiant Floor Heating System – TepidusWire
U.S. Floor Heating's TepidusWire spool can be used to conform to any project, allowing the
installer to lay the wire as they need.
The TepidusWire radiant heating systems are made from high quality DuPont heating
cables.
The TepidusWire can fit any project, no matter the size or shape of the room.
The TepidusWire radiant heat system is an electric radiant floor heating product for
professional installers.

Tech Data :
Coverage Area

10 to 120 Sq”ft per unit

Width

N-A

Cable Thickness

1/8' Inch

Volt

120 or 240

Watt per Sq”ft

10, 15, 16 or 20

EMat – Double Cord

The EMat is a double insulation & double cord heating cable designed for indoor ready made
heating mats.
The Emat's double-cord construction cancels the EMF field of the electric heating system
where an electro-magnetic field may be a concern.
The advantage of the EMat is the combination of the cable inside the ready made mat. This
gives a fast and easy installation in the glue layer of the tile.
Connection: The heating cable has a special connection to the cold leads by high quality
insulation tubes.
Cold leads: Copper cable with a double layer of P.V.C. Insulation. The leads are rated 105c

Tech Data :
Heating Cord

2 x Resistance Wire

First Installation

ETFE 0.3mm

Grounding

This Copper Wire

Second Installation

P.V.C. 105°C 1.2 mm

Total Thickness

4mm

Max Watts for Liner Meter

20 w/m

Watt per sq'ft

10-15 W

Volt

110/240

Mat Sizes

10-120 sq'ft

Radiant Floor Heating System – BathMat
U.S. Floor Heating's BathMat is a unique floor heating mat designed to conveniently
provide a floor heating system in your bathroom. The BathMat offers 16 Watt's per sq''ft and
are made from high quality DuPont heating cables, allowing the floor to heat up quickly. The
BathMat is self-adhesive, offering a simple installation. Ideal for a tile or stone bathroom,
the BathMat leaves 75% of the flooring surface free for the tile's adhesive.

Quickly heat up your floors by taking
advantage of the 16 Watts per sq''ft!

Tech Data :
Coverage Area

Up to 50 Sq”ft per
unit

Width

12' Inch

Cable Thickness

1/8' Inch

Volt

120

Watt per Sq”ft

16

Cold Leads
Connection

One Side Length

Cold Leads Length

15 Feet

Specifically designed for your bathroom!

A Simple and Straightforward Installation!

Accessories

Damage Detector Buzzer:

Splice Kit:

Cold Leads:

Thermostat Controller:

Customized Layout:

Programmable Thermostat Controller

The programmable thermostat controls every function of the electric radiant floor heating
system. The thermostat can be set to heat the floor of your room to different temperatures for
every day of the week.
· Operation volt 120 v / 240 v
· Combination of 3 models (Air / Air & Floor / Floor )
· User friendly buttons with function tips
· 7 day programmable (all days can be different)
· 4 comfort levels throughout the day
· Manual / Auto mode selection
· Celsius / Fahrenheit temperature mode selection
· 12/24 Hour clock system selection
· Economy/Comfort/ Vacation temperature selection
· Floor temperature sensor
· Memory backup
· Override facility
· Remote control optional
· PC communication optional
· Built-in air sensor
· Operating RH: 0~95% (non condensing)
· Size: 117 x 117 x 21mm
· Display Size: 91 x 31mm
· Temperature Sensor(s): 10K NTC
· Accuracy: +/- 1 deg C @ 25 C. (77F)
· Display resolution: 0.5 deg C (1F).
· Battery type: CR 1220 (Backs up clock only)
· Battery life: > 5years (10 years Maximum)

TST – Touch Screen Thermostat

The Touch Screen programmable thermostat allows you to control the electric floor heating
system like you control your iphone or any smart phone. The thermostat can be set to heat
the floor/room at different times and temperatures for every day of the week.
· Operation volt 120 v / 240 v
· Combination of 3 models (Air / Air & Floor / Floor )
· User friendly buttons with function tips
· 7 day programmable (all days can be different)
· 4 comfort levels throughout the day
· Manual / Auto mode selection
· Celsius / Fahrenheit temperature mode selection
· 12/24 Hour clock system selection
· Economy/Comfort/ Vacation temperature selection
· Floor temperature sensor
· Memory backup
· Override facility
· Remote control optional
· PC communication optional
· Built-in air sensor
· Operating RH: 0~95% (non condensing)
· Size: 117 x 117 x 21mm
· Display Size: 91 x 31mm
· Temperature Sensor(s): 10K NTC
· Accuracy: +/- 1 deg C @ 25 C. (77F)
· Display resolution: 0.5 deg C (1F).
· Battery type: CR 1220 (Backs up clock only)
· Battery life: > 5years (10 years Maximum)

Snow Melting Solutions
Snow Melting Solutions include both the MeltMat and the snow cable applications.
Install in variety of New and Existing Surfaces (such as Driveways/Walkways):
MeltMat will work with nearly any type of new or existing surface including: Tile, Concrete,
Pavement, Blacktop, and more.
Existing Surface Installation. Installing into an existing surface is a straightforward solution
that will not jeopardize the integrity of the surface. Sew a 1/2 inch wide slot that goes up to 2
inches deep ensuring the rebar frame will not be cut. The heating element is then sealed in,
allowing the cable to be placed directly into the existing surface.
Snow Melting can be installed in various applications such as: Driveways, Walkways,
Ramps, Entry Ways, Patios, Stairs, Barbeque Areas, Loading Docks, Parking Lots and more.
Snow Melting Solutions save money on snow removal, costing significantly less to run than
traditional snow removal services while also avoiding damages that occur with plowing,
shoveling and chemical removal. Additionally, you may increase customer safety if installed at
your place of business, and increase the safety of your friends and family when installed at
home.

Tech Data :
Coverage Area

9 to 113 Sq”ft per unit

Width

18' and 30' Inch

Cable Thickness

1/4' Inch

Volt

120 or 240

Watt per Sq”ft

35 and 45

Offering both a Loose Cable System and Mat System for Snow Melting.
On the left you see a layout for a walkway using the loose cable snow melting and on the right
a layout for a driveway using the MeltMat System.

Controller Options:

Outdoor Controller

Indoor Controller

Outdoor Controller System has a Snow Sensor which will activate the MeltMat as snow
begins to land on the surface with an outdoor manual override option.
Indoor Controller System also has an Automatic Snow Sensor to activate the MeltMat as
snow begins to land on the surface. Additionally, from the comfort of your home you can
program the system for vacation settings to prevent snow melting when you do not want
them.
A Large Area Add On Controller may be needed based on your coverage area.

Coverage Area:
MeltMat may be installed to cover the entire driveway/walkway or partial portions of the
driveway/walkway in a tire formation, helping limit the amount of square footage needed.
Full Coverage for a driveway/walkway will keep the entire are completely free of snow,
whereas partial coverage will be tire track coverage to clear a path for a car and prevent snow
build up against the garage door and base of the street that often gets covered by plows.

Partial Coverage

Full Coverage

Stairs Coverage

Snow Melting can be installed in:
Existing Driveway – Simply Sew in the heating element without jeopardizing the driveway.

Pavement – Simply place heating element in the sand beneath the pavement.

Concrete – Heating Element is placed on the rebar or in between layers.

Tile – Heating Element is placed directly under the tile for most efficient performance.

Why Snow Melting?

Snow melting installed in a new walkway.

Based on the amount of snow you receive you, snow melting may save you thousands of
dollars yearly when compared to snow removal services.

Snow Melting Saving: To remove the snow from a 500 sq''ft area will cost only $12 with our
snow melting system instead of paying $50 for snow removal services. With a tire-track
installation, the cost to run the system can be as little as $4. Additionally a snow melting
system increases the appeal and value of your home.
Inquire to find out how much you can be saving this winter.

Electric Heating System – Soil Heating (SoilMat)
Soil Heating Systems include both the SoilMat and the soil cable applications.
The SoilMat is an easy to roll out mat that can be placed anywhere, and plugs into a wall
outlet. The SoilMat gives the user the flexibility to provide heat on the go, and is ideal for
plants that are moved indoors to out frequently.
The In-Soil Cable is a heating solution that is placed directly in the soil of the vegetation. This
provides constant heat to a stationary plant, and is ideal for greenhouses that have large,
unmovable plants.
The Soil Heating Systems use high quality DuPont cables.

Tech Data *(SoilMat specific):
Coverage Area

9 to 113 Sq”ft per unit

Width

*(12' or 18' Inch)

Cable Thickness

1/8' Inch

Volt

120 or 240

Watt per Sq”ft

10, 12, 15, or 20

In-Soil Cable

SoilMat

U.S. IR Inspection Division
Infrared Thermal Imaging Inspection
U.S. Infrared Inspection will help you make your commercial or residential building more
energy efficient before purchasing or upgrading any heating system.
Using today's state of the art equipment we identify the key areas that are causing you to lose
energy, so you may better target them to increase your energy efficiency.
With our Infrared Thermal Imaging Camera we highlight the key locations of energy loss and
give you the images to you so that you may consulate with a carpenter, window, door, etc
expert on how to insulate the locations and stop the hot and cold air from leaving the building.
As with any problem, 50% of the solution is understanding and identifying the problem so that
you are in a better position to do something about it.
The next step will be to check which of our systems can make your building even more
energy efficient.

Here is example of the pictures you can get:

Infrared Thermal Imaging Inspection
Using today's technology in the right way will give you tomorrow's savings.
With the infrared thermal imaging camera we can also find additional safety concerns and
more.
Problems in your Electric System :

Moisture in your building:

As you can see the thermal imaging will help you diagnose problems that the naked eye
cannot see.

Infrared Thermal Imaging Inspection

Eliminate Guess Work with an Infrared Inspection.
Identify Area's to Reduce Costs
Thermal imaging will allow both Commercial and Residential buildings to be able to easily
identify areas to save on energy costs and ways to address the problems.
Ensure Energy Efficiency
Identifying and addressing escaping energy in residential, commercial, and industrial
buildings. Infrared inspections will help you identify the appropriate steps that should be taken
to have your home or business as energy efficient as possible.
Confirm Safety of System Operations
Infrared Thermal Imaging Inspections is used to inspect and confirm problems with heating &
cooling systems, and electrical & plumbing components.

Infrared Thermal Imaging Inspection

Benefits of an Infrared Inspection
• Reduce emergency repairs and avoid downtime.
• Limit man-hours spent on preventative maintenance by highlighting only the necessary
repairs.
• Minimize scheduled maintenance times by allowing for spare parts to be on hand prior
to plant shutdown.
• Identify issues and extend the life of your equipment.
• Increased reliability of electrical components.
• Evaluate repair work needed.
• Prevent unnecessary equipment failure with targeted maintenance.
• Promote safety by limiting accidents, personal injury, and property damage that may
come with previously unidentified safety issues.
• Reduce total equipment failure by seeing issues with a thermal imaging infrared scan.

An Infrared Inspection will provide a predictive and preventative maintenance diagnostic on
your residential and commercial building(s) so you may better identify energy loss and
prepare or repair crucial elements of your building.
Identifying energy loss will lead to an increase in energy savings, save you time by
identifying the problem, save you money by allowing you to accurately target the problem,
and help make your building as efficient as possible.

U.S. Heating System Inc. Contact Information

U.S. Heating System Office
6445 N. Hamlin Ave
Lincolnwood, IL 60712

Las Vegas Showroom and Training Facility
3305 Spring Mountain
Las Vegas, NV 89103

U.S. Heating System Office
10222 74th St.
Kenosha, WI 53142

Phone: 1-866-537-8232
Fax: 262-364-3999
Email: info@usheatingsystem.com

